
Contemporary advancement and civilization on
the one hand make life perfect but on the other
hand distances man from Nature. So man’s move-
ment activities and negative ecology bring out
harm to man’s organism. Therefore we face the
increase of illnesses, decrease in immunity and
endangering of man’s life. Physical activity is a
vital factor in proper development.

The aim of this paper is to explain the model of
specific exercises in race walking and to show trai-
ning methods in race walking.

Methodics of race walking instruction

In practical training work one uses methods of
exercising and methods of motor learning.

Methods of exercising are used to develop and
maintain different anthropological and mostly
physical abilities. According to the criterium of
overload of the athlete in training process one uses:
continued method (training exercises are perfo-
rmed without interruption) and interval method
where after the elapsing of the training exercise
there follows a short interval of longer or shorter
rest, so called time for stabilization followed by
the new training activity.

Methods of learning are used to acquire and
master technical and tactical knowledge of the
athletes. Based on the criterium of the manner of
motor learning in training process one uses analy-
tical, syntetic, complex, situational and ideo-motor
methods.

Race walking is one of the athletics discipline
and differs from the regular walking by its tech-
nique. Therefore in the instruction of the technique
of race walking one should first of all make correc-
tions of regular usual walking (posture and body
movements). In the instruction of the technique of
race walking following methodics objectives and
tasks are set:

Task 1. Introducing the race walking technique 

The race walking technique is demonstrated by
the teacher (trainer).

Lecture with short explanations is delivered in
usual walking speed with mild tempo. The trainees
should be allocated in such a manner that a demon-
strator of the technique is visible sidewise, in front
and backwards. Besides practical explanations the
teacher uses kinograms and video clipps. Upon
demonstration of the technique trainees are asked
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to do the exercises themselves 2 – 3 times 50 – 80
meters. The teacher should notice any serious mis-
takes (running, bent knees, etc.) and point out to
them.

Task 2. Teaching leg and hip movements in race

walking

Basic form of training starts with slow walking
where the extended leg is on the surface with the
simultaneous body turn and hand movements as in
usual walking staying in that position until the
moment of vertical. Then the speed is increased
gradually to the expense of the regular step. Trai-
ning of the extension of the swing leg forwards is
performed with short steps of 60-80m,  walking in
circle of circumference 5- 6 m and walking in for-
mation of the „snake“, 2- 4 m to the left, then to the
right, in turns some 40-60 m. These trainings are
done with while line walking of 50-60 m (Figure
1). 

To instruct rotation of the hip around the verti-
cal axis one uses opposite turning of the shoulders
and pelvis (shoulders to the right, pelvis to the left,
and vice versa), walking while the right leg goes
less forward and more to the left (zig zag step), and
vice versa (Figure 2).

To master complete leg erection that a walker
use to thrust himself on the surface one uses the
exercise walking up the hill trying to emphasize
release of the leg in knee joint. To avoid excess
tension of the muscles it is possible to perform the
exercise standing and on the move, while transfer-
ring body weight from one to the other leg. All rec-
ommended exercises for the teaching of race walk-
ing technique are repeated several times.

Task 3. Teaching hands and legs movements in 

race walking

During race walking hands should be bent in
the elbows joint under the 90 degrees angle, or
slightly smaller angle and make linear moves. It is
necessary to bear in mind that shoulders must be
relaxed, and hands must move freely and without
any tension. to resolve this problem following
exercises should be performed: walking with

hands behind head, behind back, on chest, on hips,
clasped hands, extended hands, walking with bats
in hands or on shoulders.  (Figure 3).

If our aim is to increase the amplitude of hands
then it is to walk with relaxed hands. Distance of
walking with the shown exercises is 100 - 150 m.
Number of repeated exercises depends on the reg-
ularity of their performance and the speed of the
acquired movements.

Task  4.Training of the complete race walking tech-

nique

While trying to master the race walking tech-
nique it is necessary to repeat different exercises
numerous times whose aim is to master character-
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            Figure 1.  Race walking along the lines  

                 on the road 

 

              Figure 2.  Opposite turning of shoulders 

                            and pelvis 

 

Figure  3.  Race walking with gymnastics bat  



istic elements of walking. Therefore it is important
to pay attention to: position of the head and body,
softness and flexibility of the body, hands and leg
movements, optimal length of the steps, free exten-
sion of the leg onto the surface, if possible with
low transfer of the foot in relation to the surface,
timely removing of the heel from the surface, coor-
dination of all movements. Basic means of training
race walking technique encompass the following
exercises: walking with different speeds at differ-
ent distances (400-800 m and more) with warning
to the mistakes of the leg, hand, pelvis, body pos-
ture and finding the optimal relation of the length
and frequency of the steps.

Task 5. Improving the race walking technique 

While teaching the  race walking technique a
demonstrator must find for himself the adequate
walking tempo, in relation to the optimal propor-
tion of the length and frequency of the steps, with
the breathing rhythm, with the softness, amplitude
of the body, legs, and hands movements, and final-
ly with the overall complexity of all the move-
ments. While planning  distances of walking (400
m - 2.000 m and more) and including climbing and
sloping on different slopes, these are all equally
important parameters of the level of general and
physical preparation.

This model of  specific exercises in race walk-
ing will be displayed by textual explanations for
the specific exercises for arms, hips and legs.

- walking standing skip, pay attention to the sta-
bile trunk position, body leaning mildly to the
front, feet facing the surface all the time, alternate
change of the vertical phase 

- walking with interwoven hands at the neck
- walking with extended hands, thumbs inter-

woven, body leaning mildly to the front, moderate
speed of moving, slightly shorter step 

- alternate flexion and extension walking with
front extended hands, where in extension phase
fingers are opening, and in flexion phase fingers
are closing and bringing to the position of the
shoulders  

- alternate flexion and extension of the lower
arm walking in front position where in extension
phase fingers are opening, and in flexion phase fin-
gers are closing and bringing to the position of the
shoulders  

- walking with alternate lowering and lifting of

the left and right hands by the body harmonizing
the movement rhythm with the steps 

- walking with alternate hands towards the front
and upwards, body leaning mildly to the front 

- walking with as much long steps feet near the
surface, hands lowered in the area of shoulders,
moving by the body, body leaning mildly to the
front, 

- short steps heel walking
- walking with bending hands, body leaning

mildly to the front, with somewhat shorter steps
- walking with alternate hands backward rota-

tion
- walking with hands on hips and emphasized

shorter steps of increased frequency
- relaxed race walking with extended steps and

emphasized vertical phase with two or three with
relaxed walking

- walking with deliberate interviewing of feet
along the straight line, hands by the body, slouched
shoulders, body leaning mildly to the front, hyper-
rotation in pelvic axis

- walking with a deliberate interweaving longi-
tudinal foot over the line, arms beside the body,
shoulders relaxed, the body sloping gently for-
ward, hiperrotation in pelvis axis

- zig zag walking – “snake like moving ”, with
abrupt changes of movement direction 

- walking with sidewise trunk bending in the
vertical phase to the opposite side in relation to the
standing leg hip”shooting “ to the left with trunk
rotation to the right and vice versa

- stretching of the back side of the thigh while
moving, initial leg position in extension, leaning
on the heels, trunk flexion with continuous extend-
ed leg position to the pain limit, avoid too long
step, exercise is to be performed with maximum
coordination and stability, between the extension
of legs make two inter steps in regular walking
type:

- stretching of the front side of the thigh while
moving

- skip in standing for hands, elbows bent under
90 degree angle, fingers mildly flexed, shoulder
axis as relaxed as possible 

- short intervals to 100m walking with about
90% maximal speed of the walker
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Conclusion

Race walkers success is determined by the level
and structure of many an ability, knowledge, and
features that an athlete possesses at each level of
his sports career.

Perfection of movements in elite sport has
reached a moment when the coach and the athlete
as well cannot use just their experiences to esti-
mate the errors in the technical realization of the
movements.

Specific exercises in race walking can in an
adequate manner influence regular handwork, pel-
vis work and leg work and the correct performance
of these exercises can directly improve the race
walking technique which is very specific and diffi-
cult and whose flaws directly cause  disqualifica-
tion from the competition.

Apart from the everyday training process spe-
cific exercises in race walking can be used as a
warm up before the competition so everything
above mentioned helps us conclude that how imp-
ortant it is to perform these exercises on a daily
basis

Training methods of the complete race walking
technique should be used prudently and gradually
without hurry because the process of  forming the
movement habits and  technique lasts long. In trai-
ning methods it is vital for the coach to be present
every day because he will find and reveal possible
errors in  body, legs, and hands movements and

will try to correct and eliminate them. It is not rec-
ommendable to hurry and force the results at the
expense of the technique. Situational method is
used in the competition level where  acclimatiza-
tion to the competition conditions is necessary,
which is the case in senior age and in already
proven and experienced competitors.
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Apstrakt
Celta na trudot e da se objasni eden model na specifi~ni ve`bi za

sportskoto odewe i prika`at negovite metodi za obu~uvawe.  Vo tru-
dot se navedeni 22 specifi~ni ve`bi i metodikata za usvojuvaweto na
sportskoto odewe.  Od analizata na ve`bite e konstatirano deka tie
mo`at na adekvaten na~in  da vlijaat vrz pravilnata rabota na racete,
karli~niot pojas i nozete. Na toj na~in,  direktno se podobruva
tehnikata na sportskoto odewe koja  e osobeno specifi~na i te{ka za
izveduvawe. Vo sprotivno, neadekvatnata tehnika mo`e direktno da
predizvika  diskvalifikacija na u~enicite vo tekot na natprevarite
.Zatoa, metodite za obu~uvawe na sportskoto odewe, treba racionalno
da se koristat: postapno, bez brzawe, bidej}i procesot na formirawe-
to na  motornite naviki  i tehikata na izveduvaweto trae dolgo vreme. 

Klu~ni zborovi: natprevari, fizi~ka aktivnost, metodi na u~ewe,
tehnika na odeweto
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